The control system operates in two modes, a reactive and a proactive mode, simultaneously.
The control system uses an object-oriented simulation model of the power system and firstprinciple knowledge to detect, identify, and isolate faults. Each power system component is represented as a separate object with knowledge of its normal behavior. The reasoning process takes place at three different levels of abstraction:
the Physical Component Model (PCM) level, the Electrical Equivalent Model (EEM) level, and the Functional System Model (FSM) level, with the PCM the lowest level of abstraction and the FSM the highest. At the EEM level the power system components are reasoned about as their electrical equivalents, e.g, a resistive load is thought of as a resistor. However, at the PCM level detailed knowledge about the component's specific characteristics is taken into account.
The FSM level models the system at the subsystem level, a level appropriate for reconfiguration and scheduling.
The control system operates in two modes, a reactive and a proactive mode, simultaneously.
In the reactive mode the control system receives :measurement data from the power system and compares these values with values determined through simulation to detect the existence of a fault. The nature of the fault is then identified through a model-based reasoning process using mainly the EEM. Compound component models are constructed at the EEM level and used in the fault identification process.
In the proactive mode the reasoning takes place at the PCM level. Individual components determine their future health status using a physical model and measured historical data. In case changes in the health status seem imminent the component warns the control system about its impending failure. The fault isolation process uses the FSM level for its reasoning base. 
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Fault Identification
Once the existence of a fault has been detected availablevolt-meters and current-metersguides the formation of compound models so that in the (reduced) environment the impedance of eachcompound componentcan be determined. In other words, the reduced network becomes virtually sensor-richwith respect to the compound components. The impedanceand health status of the compound componentsis calculated basedon the impedance,the health status, and the interconnection of the individual componentsthat make up the compoundcomponent. The fault identification processcan then function in a similar fashion in both a sensor-rich and a sensor-sparseenvironment. Of course,fault localization can then only pinpoint a compound componentas the sourceof the trouble. However, using the fault models, heuristics,andhistorical data about the components making up the compoundcomponentcan be usedin a reasoningprocessto moreprecisely identify the fault location.
To illustrate the reasoningprocess,consider the casewhere a fault has been localized to a compoundcomponentconsistingof two parallel resistiveloads. Supposethat oneof the loads is a motor, and the other a heater. Faults occurring in thesecomponentswill reflect themselves as changesin the component'simpedance(e.g., a short will causea virtually zero impedance). Further, assumethat only the voltage acrossthe loadsand the total current, but not the currents through eachload, are known. In such a case, it will be impossible to determine which load is faulty based on the availablemeasurements alone. However,using fault-models supplied by the PCM, coupled with the assumption that a single fault is considerably more likely to occur than a multiple fault, oneor more hypothesescan be generated. For example, the PCM "knows" that a heater's most common failure modeis breakageof the heaterelement,causing the impedanceto go to infinity. Thereforethe the EEM of the motor unchanged. In a similar manner/-/2would replacethe motor EEM by an impedancereflecting its most prevalentfault state, i.e, a short in the motor coil. The voltages and currents predicted by eachof the competing componentsare comparedto the measured data, which will lead eventually to the elimination of all but one hypothesis. This process can be refined by utilizing the concept of the component's "health status". The latter can be usedto determine the order in which components should be hypothesized as faulty. For example,the fact that a componenthasbeenin servicefor closeto its expectedlife span, gives it a poor health status and thus it will be hypothesizedasfaulty prior to componentswith a good health status. The systemwill keeptrack of which componentsfail, and under what circumstances. This "failure log" is fundamental to the learning capabilities of the system,which will cometo "recognize"previouslyencountered failure modes.
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Design and implementation of the power system simulator and controller. A schematicdiagram of the power systemis shown on the screenin a power systemsimulator window with the componentvaluesand currents and voltages displayednext to eachcomponent. The power system'svoltages and currents arecalculatedby the simulator's VIsolver. The VIsolver is an object that solvesfor branch currents and nodevoltages for any electric network including power systemsusing the nodal admittance matrix. The solution is based on Kirchhoff's current and voltage laws in a matrix form with special considerationstaken to reducethe sizeof the matrices but at the same time keepingit general.
Changesin switch settings, load resistance, and sourcevoltages can be made through an event queue or by clicking on the component in the schematicdrawing of the power system. The eventqueueis editable and is usedto insert faults into the power system. The power system's voltages and currents are automatically recalculated when the power system simulator receivesan eventor a switch position is changed by clicking on the switch with the mouse.The events are sent to the power system one after the other in order of occurrencein time.
A control system that reads data from the powersystemsimulator hasbeen implemented. It is possibleto set which voltagesand currents the control systemcan receivefrom the power system by inserting volt-meters and currentmeters at the desiredpositions in the network. The data is displayedin a separatecontrol system window containing the same diagram as shown in the power system simulator window.
The control systemis capable of issuing commands regarding switch settings to the power system. The control systemis capableof forming compound modelsof componentsin series, parallel, and bridge configurations. 
